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To whom it may concern:

I have worked as a graphic designer in news media for nearly 5 years, and I think I could be a great addition to 
your design team. My time as an editorial designer has been spent working at newspapers, digital outlets, and 
magazines, all of which have sharpened and expanded my design skills. In addition, I have experience working under 
the pressure of deadlines and budgets; I know how to prioritize and efficiently complete projects. 

I have a great adoration for good design, and I am always looking to further my learning of what that can mean, 
which is why your Associate Art Director position appeals to me. I am interested in the city of Atlanta and eager to 
learn about it on the job. I am an employee who prides himself on working well with others and is seeing projects 
through to completion. Working in editorial design has taught me to always be designing with purpose and for the 
reader. It is because of that, I’m always looking for new inspiration on what that can be.

I believe my skills will translate perfectly to what you do. Out-of-the-box thinking, steadfast work ethic, and a 
willingness to understand a story fully are central to my approach to design. More specifically, I am experienced in 
the Adobe suite, typography, and page layouts, as well as understanding the value of time and efficiency when up 
against a deadline.

My skill set has been built over years while working at a newspaper group and now a magazine. I would love 
the opportunity to expand my horizons at the Atlanta Magazine. I admire your organization because it is a proud 
news source for an intelligent and diverse city, where news and design are held to a high standard. In our current 
environment, where people are quick to question journalism, it is more important than ever to maintain their trust. I 
recognize that good design plays a role in that trustworthiness, and I admire the Atlanta Magazine’s consistent, smart 
design. I’d be honored to be a part of your team.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I hope to hear from you soon. I can be reached by phone (262-745-8773) 
or email (brockkaplan@yahoo.com).

Best regards,
Brock Kaplan


